Guide by Cell

Enhance your experience of At First Light with our FREE Guide by Cell audio tour (no cost except your cell phone minutes).

Call at your convenience before, during, or after your visit to hear what Visual Communications founders and others have to say about images and artifacts in the exhibition.

The At First Light audio tour is accessible by phone through October 20, 2019.

It’s easy to use:

Dial 213.455.2924
Look for the prompt numbers below, which correspond to numbers found in the galleries.
Enter the prompt number followed by the # sign to access information.

WE (ARE) THE PEOPLE WALL

Community Building
Prompt 25 – Ron Wakabayashi

Chinatown basketball team
Prompt 2 – Eddie Wong

Women’s Groups
Prompt 24 – Miya Iwataki

Samoan community
Prompt 35 – Warren Furutani

Living Collectives
Prompt 18 – Miya Iwataki

James Wong Howe
Prompt 8 – Eddie Wong

Life in Chinatown
Prompt 10 – Eddie Wong

Chow Bing
Prompt 4 – Eddie Wong

Health Fairs
Prompt 19 – Miya Iwataki

Los Angeles City Market
Prompt 9 – Eddie Wong

Peace March in Little Tokyo
Prompt 36 – Warren Furutani

Sun Building eviction
Prompt 11 – Eddie Wong

Flag Burning during Nisei Week
Prompt 6 – Eddie Wong
Prompt 13 – Evelyn Yoshimura
Prompt 23 – Miya Iwataki

Anti-War march
Prompt 12 – Evelyn Yoshimura

Hiroshima candlelight vigil
Prompt 7 – Eddie Wong
Prompt 14 – Evelyn Yoshimura

Activism in Little Tokyo
Prompt 22 – Miya Iwataki

Drum and bugle corps
Prompt 5 – Eddie Wong

Asian American Hardcore
Prompt 28 – Warren Furutani

Chan Family
Prompt 3 – Eddie Wong
FSN 1972 VIDEO INSTALLATION

Cincip
(video footage bottom row, second from left)
Prompt 17 – Miya Iwataki

Issei Flower Trip
(video footage top row, second from right)
Prompt 20 – Miya Iwataki

FIRST MANZANAR PILGRIMAGE

Conceptualization of the Manzanar Pilgrimages
Prompt 34 – Warren Furutani
Prompt 26 – Ron Wakabayashi

Locating Manzanar
Prompt 31 – Warren Furutani

Attending the first Manzanar Pilgrimage
Prompt 15 – Jim Matsuoka
Prompt 16 – June Kuramoto
Prompt 27 – Ron Wakabayashi
Prompt 32 – Warren Furutani

Broken Dishware
Prompt 30 – Warren Furutani

Sue Embrey
Prompt 29 – Warren Furutani

Pat Sumi and Marine organizing
Prompt 21 – Miya Iwataki

Reverend Shoichi Wakahiro
Prompt 33 – Warren Furutani

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS ROOM

Three founders
(on title banner above doorway)
Prompt 1 – Eddie Wong

Artwork
Prompt 37 – Abraham Ferrer

Mini exhibits
Prompt 39 – Abraham Ferrer

T-shirts
Prompt 40 – Abraham Ferrer

Bookcase of Visual Communications publications
(center of the room)
Prompt 38 – Abraham Ferrer